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Supreme Ruler of the
Galaxy

Monday October 31 is Halloween and
in honor of this sacred holiday, the
ESS is having a costume contest. The
first 25 people that come into EOW at
1:45 on Halloween day, in what the
judges deem an acceptable halloween
costume will receive a FREE
T-SHIRT. There will also be prizes for
the scariest, funniest and most unusual
costumes. So dress up and win on Halloween.
I am Calvin,
Supreme Ruler
of the Galaxy. I
have
infiltrated your
computer
system and
taken over this
newsletter as a
way of
expressing the
correct view on
life. Read and
learn
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Warning
This Fishwrap is so jam
packed with excitement and
adventure, we suggest that
you only read this issue in
very, very small doses.
Otherwise we will not be
held responsible for any
side effects.

Before working for
Atomic Energy Canada

See Page 4 for AFTER shot
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Supermodel of the Month “HEWIE”

You DO NEED a writing reference to
take with you in your engineering career.

Likes:
Dislikes:
Turn Ons:

Get the most recent
text published on
Writing in
Engineering, a text
that is now being used
at McGill University
and many other
Engineering schools
across Canada and the
USA.

Integration, Differentiation, A Gentile
Touch.
Infinite Sums, Vanilla Ice Cream
Caressing of lower, left button.

Hobbes,
I’m
gonna
get you
for this!

A MCGRAW-HILL RYERSON Publication
Available at the UVic Bookstore.
ISBN 0-07-551715 -9
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The ESS is always looking for a good
place to hold parties. If you are
interested in hosting a party at your
house/shack/place of residence. Please
come down to the ESS office and let
us know. The ESS usually supplies the
drinks, so all you need to supply is the
land. Come on down and LETS
PARTY!

CENSORED

Dylan Gates
Winner
ESS Wet T-Shirt Contest

I’m Cheap And Easy

Editorial “HP Calculators in
Engineering Classrooms”
People who complain about HP’s suck.
-the editor
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Pre-Season
Exhibition
Games

7:00 - 8:00 pm
8:00 - 9:00 pm
9:00 - 10:00pm

1A (all)
vs
2A Mech
2A EE,CE
vs
3B EE,CE
3B Mech(bridge) vs 3B Mech(bridgeburners)

Oct. 18

Regular
Season

7:00 - 8:30 pm
8:30 - 10:00pm

2A Mech
vs
3B EE,CE
vs
(1A bye)

Oct. 25

Regular
Season

7:00 - 8:30 pm
8:30 - 10:00pm

2A EE,CE
vs
3B Mech
1A (all)
vs
3B EE, CE
(2A Mech bye)

Nov. 1

Regular
Season

7:00 - 8:30 pm
8:30 - 10:00pm

3B Mech
vs
1A (all)
2A Mec
vs
3B EE,CE
(2A EE,CE bye)

Nov. 8

Regular
Season

7:00 - 8:30 pm
8:30 - 10:00pm

2A Mec
vs
3B Mech
1A (all)
vs
2A EE, CE
(3B EE,CE bye)

Nov. 15

Regular
Season

7:00 - 8:30 pm
8:30 - 10:00pm

1 A (all)
vs
2A Mech
2A EE,CE
vs
3B EE,CE
(3B Mech bye)

Nov. 22

Playoffs

7:00 - 8:30 pm
8:30 - 10:00pm

1st place
vs
2nd place vs

Nov. 29

Playoffs

7:00 - 8:30 pm
8:30 - 10:00pm

Losers of Nov. 22 games (for 3rd place)
Winners of Nov.22 games (Champions)

ESS Supports Breast
Cancer Research

2A EE,CE
3B Mech

4th place
3rd place

S.A.J.
(Students Against Jolt)
General Meeting

gpa => 0

lim B. Eng. = BA

Oct. 11

T his Issues F ishw rap People

The infamous Engineering Ball Hockey League is back! This year play
will be held in a full sized gym at Montery Elementary School (come to
ESS for a map). There will be a $5 charge for the full season (to pay for
the gym rental). ONLY plastic blades are acceptable. The schedule is
given below. For more information or any questions phone Steve at 7211101. Hope to see you there!

Daryl Storey
Audra Blazkow Dylan Gates
Doug Bryan
Steve Pratt
Framemaker
X-Mosaic

Floor Hockey Schedule
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Fri. Oct 28, 1994
Human & Social
Development Building
Room 109

The ESS is putting together a
team to enter in the Victoria
Walk for Breast Cancer
Research. To join the ESS
team, come down to the ESS
office and let someone know
that you are interested. The
ESS will pay your entry fee.
You will get a cool t-shirt as
well as help out a good cause.
So far the ESS has already
paid $225 in entry fees. The
team that has the largest turnout will get a bunch of media
publicity. The walk takes
place on Sun Oct 23 at 10:00.
Yes that is this Sunday, so if
you’re interested hurry down
to EOW 130 and sign up.
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Top 10 Ways to Annoy People In The Maclab

3.

Light candles in a pentagram around your terminal before starting.

4.

Put a straw in your mouth and put your hands in your pockets. Type by
hitting the keys with the straw.

5.

Draw a picture of a woman (or man) on a piece of paper, tape it to your
monitor. Try to seduce it. Act like it hates you and then complain loudly
that women (men) are worthless.

6.

Try to stick a Ninetendo cartridge into the 3 1/2 disc drive, when it
doesn't work, get the supervisor.

7.

Come to the lab wearing several layers of socks. Remove shoes and
place them of top of the monitor. Remove socks layer by layer and
drape them around the monitor. Exclaim sudden haiku about the
aesthetic beauty of cotton on plastic.

8.

Attempt to eat your computer's mouse.

9.

Borrow someone else's keyboard by reaching over, saying "Excuse me,
mind if I borrow this for a sec?", unplugging the keyboard & taking it.

10. Make a loud noise of hitting the same key over and over again until you
see that your neighbor is noticing (You can hit the space bar so your fill
isn't affected). Then look at your neighbor's keyboard. Hit his/her delete
key several times, erasing an entire word. While you do this, ask: "Does
*your* delete key work?" Shake your head, and resume hitting the
space bar on your keyboard. Keep doing this until you've deleted about
a page of your neighbor's document. Then, suddenly exclaim: "Well,
whaddya know? I've been hitting the space bar this whole time. No
wonder it wasn't deleting! Ha!" Print out your document and leave.

Watch out,
Midterms are right
around the corner!
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Sorry, I didn’t
see the sign!

Ring the Fountain with Loonies

Write a program that plays the "Smurfs" theme song and play it at the
highest volume possible over & over again.

After Working For Atomic Energy Canada

2.

Duh, I don’t feel
too well Calvin.

Before anyone else is in the lab, connect each computer to different
screen than the one it's set up with.

On November 2nd, the annual ring the fountain with loonies event is going to be held again. Because of the
stupendous job the ESS did last year, we have been asked to
organize the events taking place on that day. The ESS is not
the only student group collecting loonies this year though, it
will be UVic wide, So save up your loonies and help
support a good cause. Anyone interested in helping can
come down to the ESS office for more details

1.

